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I recently enjoyed my 15 minutes of
fame when a press release about me
driving the world’s fastest Volkswagen
Beetle at Bonneville – at a speed of
205.122 mph – went semi-viral. The
irony, of course, is that I landed all this
publicity even though I failed to achieve
my principal goals, which were setting
a record in the G/BGC class and earning
a red hat as a newly minted member of
the 200 MPH Club.
On the other hand, the experience gave
me a deeper appreciation for the challenges of land-speed racing at Bonneville. It also raised my awareness about
the fragility of the salt flats and made
me worry about their future.
I’m a journalist who writes mostly
about cars, mostly for Automobile Magazine. I’m a longtime and passionate fan
of racing who’s written several books
about motorsports, most recently about

the Le Mans-winning Ford GTs of the
1960s.
I’m also an amateur road racer myself,
and I’ve been lucky enough to test racecars ranging from Indy cars and dragsters to some of the fastest and most
exotic road cars in production. Nobody’s going to mistake me for Lewis
Hamilton or Jeff Gordon. But I’m competent behind the wheel and comfortable at high speed.
2014 Conditions
So when Volkswagen of America offered
Automobile Magazine a shot at running
a hot-rodded Beetle at Bonneville in
2014, I was the right guy in the right
place at the right time.
We decided to enter the car in the USFRA World of Speed, where a whole
bunch of old Beetles were expected to
turn out for the VW Challenge. The plan

called for me to do three licensing runs.
Then car builder Tom Habrzyk would
crank up the boost, and we’d go for the
record – 203.925 mph. All I would have
to do was mat the throttle, steer
straight and pull the ’chute. I thought to
myself, How hard can it be? Most of you
have probably seen this movie before.
My first pass on the salt was an eyeopener. The front tires went in every
direction but where I pointed them. The
rear tires broke loose every time I tickled the throttle. The turbo kept kicking
in unexpectedly, causing me to repeatedly bounce the engine off the rev limiter. Oh, and every time I glanced at the
digital speedometer, I saw I was going
faster than 150 mph, which was the
speed I’d been warned not to exceed. I
made it through the run without any
major mistakes. But I’d learned my first
lesson: LSR racing isn’t as easy as it
looks.
I was better prepared for my second
run, and it went more smoothly – until
the engine stopped pulling at 170 mph.
Turned out that the Number 2 piston
had lost compression; the Great White
Dyno had claimed another victim. It
was too late in the year to return for
another shot at the record and Bonneville was rained out in 2015.
2016 Conditions
VW couldn’t bring the Beetle back to the
salt until this year, and I returned for
the World of Speed.
Since I already had two runs under my
belt, I figured the quest for the 200
MPH Club would be relatively straightforward. But when I got to Bonneville, I

heard plenty of stories about the marginal condition of the salt, which forced
the USFRA to shorten the long course
by a mile. Then, Habrzyk fired up his
laptop computer and showed me in-car
video of a run his VW had made a few
weeks earlier during Speed Week.
The tail started wagging the dog – or, in
this case, the Beetle – and the driver
would have spun if he hadn’t popped his
parachute at 188 mph.
That didn’t do much for my confidence.
And the salt seemed plenty slippery
when I made my third and final licensing run. I was clocked at 193 mph at
the quarter-mile, so I spent the rest of
the pass feathering the throttle to keep
my speed below 200 mph, and this
made the car dead-easy to control. Back
in the pits, Habrzyk turned up the wick,
and we got back in line to take a shot at
the record.
By the time I got back on the track, it
was the late afternoon; the hottest part
of the day, and the condition of the salt
had worsened. I was still spinning the
front wheels when I shifted into fourth
gear, and the front end was wandering
so much that I had to make a confidence lift.
I gave myself a stern talking to as I entered the last mile, telling myself – out
loud – to keep the throttle matted. It
was tough, though, real white-knuckle
stuff. The car kept lurching to the left,
and I didn’t know enough to search for
better patches of salt. Finally, it got so
far off line that I thought I was going to
nail a pylon, so I started urging it back
to the right. As I passed over a set of
ruts, the rear end got unsettled and the

Beetle got into what felt like an incipient tank slapper. Hating myself for being a weenie, I breathed the throttle and
got the car back under control, then
pulled the ’chute the instant I passed
the four-mile marker.

have been right to go from novice to the
200 MPH Club in five easy steps. Then
again, I can’t say I was happy about losing two engines in four runs. But you
know what they say, right? That’s racing.

I’ve never been so relieved to end a run
in a racecar.

I’m gratified that my friend Mark Gillies at Volkswagen gave me a chance to
run on the salt.

When I got to the return road and shut
down the engine, I wasn’t sure how fast
I’d gone. I’d seen 208 mph on the
speedometer before things started going south, but I’d cracked the throttle
just before the end of the run. (As it
turned out, my exit speed was only 199
mph.) I told the emergency crew who
came out to greet me that I thought I’d
blown it. Then I heard a voice crackle
through their radio: 205.12217. Habrzyk and I exchanged high-fives. We’d
qualified for the record. Or so we
thought.
Then came the bad news. First, we discovered that the engine was dead. It
turned out that the water pump had
failed at the start of my run, and the
rings had disintegrated. Second, to add
insult to injury, we discovered after
towing the car to Impound that John
Hanson, Sr. had raised the G/BGC record to 208.472 mph a few hours earlier
in a Honda Civic originally built by none
other than Tom Habrzyk. So we hadn’t
even qualified for a record.
And while I’d driven the world’s fastest
Beetle, I wasn’t going to earn a red hat
either. Sigh.
In one respect, I was almost glad how
things had played out. Bonneville’s not
supposed to be easy, and it wouldn’t

I’d been to Bonneville on two other occasions as a reporter, so I’ve seen firsthand how the salt has deteriorated over
the past decade. The salt flats are
smaller, and the salt is thinner.
Unless some remedial work is done, it’s
possible to imagine the day – a very sad
day – when Bonneville is no longer the
site of LSR racing. And that would be a
tragedy.
There is no racetrack on earth like
Bonneville, and there are no racers
more passionate and ingenious than the
ones who make their pilgrimages to the
salt every fall.
I’m not sure how best to preserve the
salt flats – lobbying Congress, pleading
with the BLM, working with the mining
industry, maybe all of the above. But
the salt flats are a precious resource
that has to be saved – and fast.
For more information:
http://media.vw.com/release/1275/

